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A quick survey of SCSBC school mission statements reveals a strong focus on foundational 
theological concepts such as:

 y students are image bearers of God who are uniquely gifted
 y our world belongs to God
 y students are nurtured, taught and discipled on the foundation of God’s word
 y students are equipped for service in the Kingdom of God
 y our schools seek to be transformative

Articulating these beliefs in our mission statements is entirely appropriate and I have often 
advocated for their inclusion as I have been involved in reviewing school mission state-
ments over the years. However, it strikes me that one important foundational theological 
concept is often missing. That concept is grace. 

Grace may be assumed in our mission statements when we talk about being communities 
of learning and the like. But sometimes an assumed value can be easily ignored. The choice 
of Boards as Communities of Grace for our recent leadership conference is an attempt to 
elevate the notion of grace from an assumed value to an explicit value in our schools. Dr. 
Bruce Hekman, one of the authors of Schools as Communities1 has done much to enhance 
this discussion in and among our Christian schools.

Grace is a richly nuanced notion that may be the most foundational theological concept of 
Christendom. Grace has been defined as, the free and unmerited favor of God, as manifest-
ed in the salvation of sinners and the bestowal of blessings.

As Christian educators, administrators, board and committee members, we rest in the “free 
and unmerited favor of God”. This belief shapes who we are and how we view ourselves and 
the world. It defines, or perhaps more accurately, re-defines our very being. If this value is 
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so central to our identity in Christ then it must necessar-
ily be reflected in our interactions with others. And if this 
value is central to the Christian life, then it is necessarily 
central to the organizational life of Christian schools. 

Our schools are putting this value into action. I celebrate 
stories of how students, parents and staff members have 
experienced free 
and unmerited favor 
through a Christian 
school and how the 
school has bestowed 
blessing on them 
through various inter-
actions. These stories 
abound in your school 
communities and ought to be celebrated and shared.

I’m sure we also are aware, however, of stories in our 
schools that are marked by a distinct lack of a graceful 
disposition, personally or corporately. These are grievous 
instances when we are not at our best in terms of reflect-
ing the marvelous grace that shapes us.

I’m struck by initiatives in the public sector that seek to 
form student / staff character in the public (secular) realm. 
Once such initiative is being spearheaded in the Abbots-
ford Public District - http://wjmouat.sd34.bc.ca/students/
character. Initiative such as this identify key character 
traits and seek to nurture them in the school 
community – hallelujah! A theological version 
of grace cannot inform these initiatives, but a 
secular definition of grace can and does. Grace 
in this context might be defined as elegance 
or beauty of form, manner, motion, or action. 
I celebrate and support these initiatives and 
hope to see great success in programs such 
as the Abbotsford Public District Character 
Initiative. 

An initiative such as this reminds us of the importance 
of being intentional and explicit about our core values. 
If grace is a core value in our schools, perhaps we could 
become more intentional about articulating what this 
value means in terms of specifics such as:

 y curriculum – positive behavior / anti-bullying curricula
 y discipline – discipleship / restorative justice
 y policies - athletics / admissions / employment 
contracts

 y admin procedures – staff evaluations / leadership 
practices

 y parent relations – communication / engagement
 y board and society interactions and relations – 
governance with grace

3

Communities of Grace
Although the New Testament gushes about grace, Paul is also 
careful to warn us about cheap grace or sloppy grace. Romans 
6:1 addresses this. “Shall we go on sinning so that grace 
may increase? By no means!” (NIV). At the recent Christian 
Teachers’ Convention in Langley, Syd Hielema reminded us 
that whenever we talk about grace we run the risk of making it 

cheap and easy when it is “in-the-trenches hard work.”

In The Message, Eugene Peterson goes on to say that 
through baptism we are, “raised into a light-filled world 
by our Father so that we can see where we are going 
in our new grace-sovereign country.” (Romans 6: 3-5). 
What a rich and beautiful image! Because of grace in our 
own personally lives, we become citizens of a new world 
order, a light-filled and grace-sovereign world. 

How can our schools become more and more marked by 
grace? The Ministry of Education conducts school inspec-
tions to monitor our compliance with Ministry guidelines. This 
process holds us accountable. SCSBC teams sometimes review 
school programs, leadership teams or board governance. 
These reviews audit our procedures and practices and seek to 
advance organizational well-being. Many of our schools have 
undergone a financial health review in the interest of ensuring 
best practice is being followed in the areas of financial 
management. 

What might it look like if we conducted a “Grace Audit” in 
our schools? What if 
we were to audit our 
school communities 
with a view to more 
fully embodying an 
elegance or beauty 
of form, manner, 
motion, and action 
based on the free and 
unmerited favor of 
God, as manifested 

in the salvation of sinners, so that we may personally and 
corporately bestow blessings? This may provide an enhanced 
lens for advancing our mission and it may provide us with 
new avenues of shaping our educational communities in the 
identity of Christ and it will undoubtedly allow us to embrace 
the fullness of life that God desires for us.

May we be blessed to be a blessing as we journey together.

Reference
James L. Drexler. Editor. Schools as Communities: Educational 
Leadership, Relationships and the Eternal Value of Christian 
Schooling. (2007). Purposeful Design Publications.

So you have a heart for Christian education and the ability to 
articulate the mission and vision of your school. You probably 
have some marketing experience or training. You have good 
verbal, written communication and presentation skills. In 
addition, you have organizational and planning abilities. 

Now somebody has recognized all that and suddenly 
you find yourself working in the area of development or 
community relations for your school.

I found myself in a similar place in 2000, starting the role 
with a single handwritten sheet of paper containing a small 
list of supporters and the beginnings of a job description. 
Over the past fifteen years, it has been both exciting 
and challenging to help create a development plan that 
promotes Christian education, engages various support 
communities, encourages involvement and raises financial 
support for the school.

Like many of you, I took previously learned skills into a new 
work environment and added new skills along the way. And 
like many of you, I have been discouraged at times. Expect-
ations have not always aligned with my job description 
and, with no recipe for the work of development given the 
unique culture of each of our schools, there have been times 
of uncertainty. Are we going in the right direction? Is there a 
better way to recruit families, build community, raise funds? 
Do we have the resources to do what needs to be done? 

How are we going to get it all done? The truth is that we will 
always have questions and not one of us is going to get it all 
done. 

However, I’ve learned some lessons along the way. As you 
strive to make your way through these sometimes murky 
waters I encourage you to:

 y trust in God’s abundance and grace
 y do away with the spirit of competition
 y ensure that your job description reflects the work you are 
doing 

 y be clear about your school’s mission and core values 
 y bring your school board on board with the development 
plan

 y set priorities for this year and the next three years
 y reflect on your current program and bring in the people 
you need to help you make informed decisions about 
future initiatives

If you follow these suggestions you can, with assurance and 
passion, communicate a positive direction for the school’s 
development plan, one that will best support the educational 
program of the school. 

I am still learning to discern God’s voice (1 Kings 19:12). It’s 
not always as loud as I would like, and the water is not always 
clear, but I am thankful each day for the privilege of being a 
part of God’s continuing faithfulness to our Christian schools. 

As we continue in this awesome task set before us, it is good 
to know that we are not alone. “The Lord himself goes before 
you and will be with you; He will never leave nor forsake you. 
Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged” (Deuteronomy 
31:8). That message of courageous leadership in the midst 
of challenge is central as we make decisions that will make a 
difference in the lives of our school and the children who are 
our reason for doing what we do.

Diving into Development by Cathy Kits

continued from page 1

Cathy Kits (cathy.kits@scsbc.ca) is the  
SCSBC Consultant for Development
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In the world of education today there is much dialogue around 
the claimed necessity for an education revolution. For example, a 
current figurehead for the discussion, Sir Ken Robinson, suggests 
that many of our schools focus on “convergent thinking” – most 
often proposing singular solutions to problems or questions. 
This compresses creativity, reduces student engagement, and 
ultimately delimits the degree to which a teacher can impact his/
her students.1

During the Christian Schools Canada Conference this September, 
Jamie Smith expanded on this theme. He encouraged our 
educational leaders to consider the unique opportunity Christian 
schools have to re-form, re-imagine, and re-story our practice of 
educating.2 We are working to reconnect mind and body through 
curriculum, pedagogy, and embodiment in God’s ongoing story. 
This is no small task. However, during our visits to SCSBC schools 
already this year, it did not take long to see evidence of faithful 
staff working toward this call to action.

In our first few months serving as Directors of Learning with 
SCSBC, Darren and I have been blessed through visiting many 
of our schools throughout the province. We have walked the 
hallways, met with learning leaders and classroom teachers, 
heard rich stories illustrating diverse learning cultures, and 
listened to a wonderful polyphony of articulated goals and 
related initiatives. We listened and reflected on the messages 
the wall spoke, the culture reflected, and the gut imbued. There 
exists, we found, a unanimously held ideal for education in our 
schools: biblically-founded, engaged learning for all students.

This shared ideal can be likened to Gary Fenstermacher’s North 
Star. Fenstermacher suggests that the North Star – or an educa-
tional ideal – serves an important role as a critical waypoint by 
which we navigate and align the actions and choices of our journey 
toward an achievable North Field, or an achievable goal as desti-
nation point3. Keeping our North Star ideal in view, we check and 
realign our progress from time to time, ensuring that we keep 
travelling in the intended direction toward our North Field.

This seems simple enough. In the language of visioning, goal 
setting, and strategic plans, this is not new. We lock our vision on 
the ideal and set attainable goals congruent with the trajectory of 
that vision. Each school works through this process. Yet, despite a 
shared ideal among our schools for providing biblically-founded, 
engaged learning for all students, the journeys, steps and chosen 
vehicles may look quite different. This reality sometimes seems 
to defy logic and cultivates confusion. If our schools are aligning 
with a common ideal, why would pursuits and expressed articula-
tion of held goals look so different?

Think about the last time you engaged in solving a Sudoku 
puzzle. As you settle in to solve the puzzle, there are many 
potential starting points. Do you first consider an entire row 
or column, or do you concentrate on one of the three by three 
squares? Do you work forward, or do you attempt a backwards 
deconstruction method? Brute force trial and error, or finesse? 
Whatever method you choose, each step affects the subsequent 

steps required and a variety of sequences can lead to successful 
attainment of your goal. And, this sequence might look vastly 
different from one player to the next. We understand that there 
exist many valid routes toward completion, and that each route 
could serve well in informing and assisting other routes.

Choosing methods as we work toward an educational ideal for 
our school is like this. There are many starting points, histories, 
subsequent paths, methods and zigzags that make each 
journey unique. 

When schools focus on particular initiatives, they sow fruit in 
those areas. This fruit is good, and we can readily identify good 
fruit resulting from each school’s initiatives. Our challenge is to 
find and build a language that bridges the various methods and 
recognizes the social nature of how our action initiatives might 
inform and build upon one another in powerful ways. We are all 
moving toward the vision of the ideal. Our journeys are enriched 
through the voyages of others moving in the same direction, 
even where those stories exist on an alternate path.

We need to create a space for language that contains an 
inherent property of teasing out the congruencies between 
various school initiatives. We have opportunity to consider 
the strengths of current practices we engage in and also 
how the strengths of alternate methodologies might further 
support and enhance what we are doing. Where our ideals for 
education center on understanding and supporting the needs 
of every learner under our care, the re-storying, re-forming, and 
re-imagining of our daily practice will be a natural consequence.

Better together.

Toward a Common North Star by Greg Gerber

Greg Gerber (greg.gerber@scsbc.ca)  
is an SCSBC Director of Learning

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 
Check out these titles ...

The Advantage: Why Organizational Health Trumps  
Everything Else In Business   
by Patrick Lencioni
 “Organizational health will one day surpass all other disciplines 
in business as the greatest opportunity for improvement and 
competitive advantage.”  Lencioni makes the case that there is 
no better way to achieve profound improvement in an organiza-
tion than by attacking the root causes of dysfunction, politics, 
and confusion. Instead of searching for advantage in areas like 
marketing, strategy, and technology, He asserts that leaders and 
organizations need to shift their focus to becoming healthier, 
allowing them to tap into the more-than-sufficient intelligence 
and expertise they already have. 

Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes Are High 
Second Edition 

by Kerry Patterson and Joseph Grenny
This wise and witty guide gives you the tools you need to step up to 
life’s most difficult and important conversations, say what’s on your 
mind, and achieve positive outcomes that will amaze you. Whether 
they take place at work or at home, with your neighbors or your spouse, 
crucial conversations can have a profound impact on your career, your 
happiness, and your future. With the skills you learn in this book, you’ll 
never have to worry about the outcome of a crucial conversation again.

Necessary Endings: The Employees, Businesses, and Relationships 
That All of Us Have to Give Up in Order to Move Forward  

by Henry Cloud 
In this insightful and deeply empathetic book, Dr. Cloud demonstrates 
that, when executed well, necessary endings allow us to proactively 
correct the bad and the broken in our lives in order to make room for 
the professional and personal growth we seek. Knowing when and 
how to let go when something isn’t working is essential for happi-
ness and success. Necessary Endings gives readers the tools they 
need to say good-bye and move on.

Playing God:  Redeeming the Gift of Power 

by Andy Crouch
Wielding power need not distort us or others, but rather can be stew-
arded well. Andy Crouch unpacks the dynamics of power that either can 
make human flourishing possible. While the effects of power are often 
very evident, he uncovers why power is frequently hidden. He consid-
ers not just its personal side but the important ways power develops 
and resides in institutions. This is an essential book for all who would 
influence their world for good.

Leaders of Their Own Learning: Transforming Schools 
Through Student-Engaged Assessment  

by Ron Berger 
Ignite the capacity of students to take responsibility for their 
own learning, building the independence, critical thinking skills, 
perseverance, and self-reflective understanding they need to 
meet the demands of the Common Core, reach higher levels of 
achievement, and succeed in college, careers, and life. This book 
offers a clear, detailed blueprint for implementing Student-Engaged 
Assessment, including a wealth of videos that demonstrate core 
practices in action.

http://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity.html
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Participating in professional development is one of the many 
rewarding aspects of the teaching profession. As part of a dynamic 
slate of presenters at the recent Christian Teachers Association 
Convention, I was able to co-lead two workshops. In many ways, 
the two workshops spanned the range of my job as Director of 
Learning. In the morning, Greg Gerber, my fellow Director of 
Learning, and I walked teachers and administrators through a 
look at the new BC Ed Plan. We considered the impact this plan 
will have on our focus and implementation as educators. It was 
delightful to explore and deconstruct this exciting initiative with 
a room of seasoned educators willing to share in each other’s 
wisdom and experience.

In the afternoon I had the opportunity to co-lead a workshop with 
Nanaimo Christian School’s Middle School Vice Principal, Shannon 
Gillespie. This workshop came from the opposite end of the 
spectrum. We invited participants to engage their “inner middle 
schooler” and participate fully as a student would. As a group we 
used experience based activities as the vehicle to enforce the 
value of the scientific process. Through botched experiments, 
dancing raisins, three meter tall marble drop structures, and a 
smattering of spit balls, participants were able to get out of their 
comfort zone while laughing at themselves and others. Partici-
pants became frustrated with disconnects between plan and 
practice, with each other and in these moments heard the call to 
persevere as real scientists.

As a Directors of Learning for SCSBC, it is a joy to be involved in 
all aspects of learning and education in our member schools. 
By leading a high level discussion we have the opportunity to 
assist schools in moving forward with exciting learning initia-
tives. Yet we also enjoy getting practical with classroom teachers, 
assisting them in adjusting pedagogy and learning design to best 
encourage students into a place where they experience “flow” in 
their learning and are learning at an optimal level. Both in formal 
professional development such as the CTABC Convention and on 
the ground in your schools we look forward to supporting our 
member schools in Kingdom building through education. 

Christian Teachers Convention:  
Workshops to Leave Participants Wondering
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Within the first five minutes of walking in the room I could 
hardly believe that Ben was the same child. When I first met Ben 
a year ago in Grade 2, he had difficulties with self-control and 
aggression. He often reacted explosively to situations he found 
stressful or scary. If not constantly monitored, he would push 
other students around and verbally abuse his peers. He would 
come in from recess revved up by the chaotic stimulation of the 
playground. Ben’s volcanic reaction to transitions and changes in 
routine was a stress for everyone.

So why, one year later, was Ben acting in such an orderly way, 
engaged in activities that would have previously sent him 
into temper tantrum mode? To find out, I arrived early the 
next morning to video evidence of Ben’s dramatic change and 
elements that may have contributed to this transformation. 
The principal stood at the entrance greeting students as they 
entered the school. He gave Ben a high five, asked him about his 
dog Riley, and thanked him for showing good hallway walking 
behaviour. Then Ben was welcomed by his teacher and greeted 
with pleasant soothing music and the smell of peppermint tea 
which wafted from the room. Ben was the last one to enter the 
room and his teacher talked about what he would do when he 
walked in the room and the joke he would tell his classmates at 
morning circle time. They all eagerly awaited this morning ritual. 
Ben was a valued member of the class, but it didn’t stop there.

Changes in school ethos were evident with the introduction of 
a new school-wide initiative of positive behaviour intervention 
and supports. All the staff were using a common language in all 
parts of the school when talking about behaviour and social skills. 
They were using the same procedures in class and giving lots of 
positive feedback in recognition of student efforts and accom-
plishments. There were regular social skills lessons and reinforce-
ments, as well as video modeling of students demonstrating 
positive pro-social skills and self-control. All students were 
provided with the opportunity of using technology to help access 
and engage with curriculum and there was a positive time-out 
area for students to use when they need to release stress. 

Positive Behaviour Interventions and Supports is a proactive 
prevention and intervention framework used in schools that 
promotes the development of prosocial behaviour and targets 
intervention for those that have problem behaviours. Social 
skills are best taught one at a time in the environment in which 
they will be used and reinforced over time. It is helpful to have a 
school-wide program that uses a common language and lesson 
structure. 

Increasingly, the new norm in our student population is an 
increased incidence of emotional behaviour disorders. These 
students require a structured, positive and predictable environ-
ment not only in their classrooms, but also in the hallways, on 
the playground and in other educational settings. It is important 
to have dedicated spaces in the school or classroom where 
students can retreat when in crisis mode to regain self-control. 
This space should not be considered as a punitive environment, 
but rather as a positive, even therapeutic location for turning 
negativity into positive behaviours and attitudes.

By keeping an open mind and by having a broad range of 
options and strategies available, we can really begin to help 
students who struggle getting on the right path to achievement 
in school and optimal growth in life and faith. If the school life 
of this one student is changed so drastically by a school-wide 
positive behaviour intervention support approach, perhaps we 
should give careful consideration to looking beyond a punitive 
focused school code of conduct to a much wider lens of 
building a proactive and instructional framework. I know such a 
shift in focus has made a world of difference for Ben, and it has 
transformed the whole school community.

 

Reference 
Lewis, Tim. What Every Administrator Needs to Know about School-
wide Positive Behavior Supports. University of Missouri. http://www.
mslbd.org/Admin_Conference/Lewis%2010-5-06.pdf

Positive or Punitive: Creating a School-wide Haven
 
by Jenny Williams

Teachers and educational assistants had the opportunity to attend two days of special education workshops coordinated by Jenny 
Williams in conjunction with the Christian Teachers Association convention in early October. 

Report by Darren Spyksma

Jenny Williams (jenny.williams@scsbc.ca) is the 
SCSBC Director of Educational Support Services
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Regional Meeting – Virtually
The tight schedule for the SCSBC 
northern road trip did not include time 
for a Regional Principals Meeting.  In 
an effort to keep schools informed and 
engaged within travel restrictions, this 
meeting was offered via the web. SCSBC 
staff did a test drive of new equipment 
on site at Trinity Western University with 
a view to creating more web-based 
opportunities for schools to connect.

SCSBC Northern Schools Tour  
Incoming Executive Director, Ed Noot and new 
Directors of Learning, Darren Spyksma and Greg 
Gerber, started the school year off with a whirlwind 
visit led by outgoing Executive Director, Henry Contant 
of the northern SCSBC schools. They toured campuses, 
presented workshops and met with staff and boards 
at Cedars Christian in Prince George, Bulkley Valley 
Christian in Smithers, Northside Christian in Vander-
hoof, Centennial Christian in Terrace, and Houston 
Christian in Houston.

Behaviour Intervention Training
On July 2 to 4, 2014, special education 
coordinators came to Trinity Western 
University for the three-day intensive 
Survivor themed course, Supporting the 
Inclusion of Students with Challenging 
Behaviour. Presenters Jenny Williams 
and Laurie Smith provided training 
in implementing the resources in the 
Guidelines for the Progressive Intervention 
of Behaviour manual and included practise 
in conducting some of the following: Risk 
Assessment and Safety Plan; Functional 
Behaviour Assessment; Positive Behaviour 
Support Plan; Supervision/Incident Plan; 
Threat Assessment and Fair Notice; TIER 1- 3 
Behaviour Intervention; and School-wide 
Behaviour Intervention. Participants had a 
lot of serious fun in the process!
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UPCOMING 
CALENDAR NEWS AND EVENTS

NOVEMBER 
1:  SCSBC Leadership 
Conference and AGM
17:  International Ed 
Program Coordinators 
Networking Meeting

DECEMBER 
1:  Learning Leaders 
Meeting

2015

FEBRUARY 
16:  International 
Education Program 
Coordinators Networking 
Meeting

MARCH 
10-11: Business and 
Development Conference
16-20:   Spring Break
23-27:  Optional Second 
Week of Spring Break

APRIL 
20:  International Ed 
Program Coordinators 
Networking Meeting
29-May 1:  Christian 
Principals Association of 
BC Conference

2016

FEBRUARY 
4-5:  FISA Teachers 
Conference

Christian Schools Canada Conference
Two hundred delegates, including ninety-one from 
SCSBC schools, converged at the Inn at Laurel Point 
in Victoria for the biennial Christian Schools Canada 
conference that took place from September 18 to 
20, 2014. Inspired learning during the plenary and 
workshop sessions, and invaluable networking 
during the breaks and free time contributed to an 
outstanding experience. Many ancillary meetings 
were also accomplished as participants arrived from 
across Canada, the United States and as far away as 
Australia, Korea and South Africa. Audio recordings  
of James A. K. Smith’s four presentations are online  
at christianschoolscanada.com/resources-2014.

Nanaimo Christian School Assessment Innovations 
Based on a common desire to improve student learning, Nanaimo Christian School’s 
elementary and middle school divisions have removed letter grades from all 
reporting periods except for the final report card. The school has chosen instead to 
move to an outcomes based reporting system, more regular face to face reporting to 
parents, and use of an assessment continuum to better explain learning and devel-
opment to parents and stakeholders. High school has also moved forward in more accurate assess-
ment practices by focusing more fully on giving feedback based on outcomes specific to the unit 
outcomes. High school reports will also be more inclusive at providing feedback on student learning 
in terms of the learning outcomes. These exciting initiatives are based on research and planning and 

are intended to streamline well with the new BC Ed Plan.8

http://www.scsbc.ca
http://christianschoolscanada.com/resources-2014/

